
Afeminine voice from the GPS
in my vehicle cheerfully
announced to us, “Continue

straight ahead for 22 miles.”  “Straight
ahead,” my wife said through her
uncontrollable laughter. “We have
been driving for three hours uphill
and downhill on roads that twist,
turn, go inside out and upside down
and we are supposed to go straight
ahead for 22 miles?  Since we crossed
the border into West Virginia I haven’t
seen a piece of straight road.”

I have spent many years hunting
in West Virginia and loved every
minute. It offers some of the most
remote and beautiful country God
every created. There is an old hunting
story that West Virginia whitetail deer
have legs on one side of their body
one foot shorter than the other side
just so they can stand up straight on
the side of the mountain. One hunter
even told me if a West Virginia deer
every got on level ground it would
simply fall over.

However on this trip I would not
be hunting but rather visiting Middle
Mountain, an archery shop owned by
Matt Higgins, who I would soon learn
was not only an entrepreneur but a
very impressive business savvy young
man. Bruce Ryan, a good friend and
president of Ryan Outdoors, a mar-
keting firm, had been telling me
about Matt and his Middle Mountain
operation for over two years. Unable
to stand it any longer I decided to see
for myself what Bruce was continual-
ly raving about.

Middle Mountain is located in
Elkins, West Virginia. Elkins has a
population of approximately 8,500
and is located in Randolph County
with a total population of about
20,000. Randolph County contains
over one million acres of national for-
est land which accounts for over 70
percent of the county’s land mass.

With very little industry in the area
the average yearly wage of the coun-
ty’s resident is in the mid 20’s. While
the area is beautiful and a literal out-
door paradise it is hardly the location
one would think of first when trying
to establish a thriving business but
that is exactly what Matt Higgins did.

Suddenly through the sea
of mountainous green that
had surrounded me for sever-
al hours I caught sight of a

huge bright red roof which is a well
known local landmark and home to
Middle Mountain. As I stepped under
the full length porch on the front of
the Middle Mountain building a
camper was picking up a bundle of
firewood, a member of the sales staff
was busy counting out minnows,

West Virginia Retailer Builds
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Although Matt Higgins’ favorite color is green
his wife convinced him that red would be a bet-
ter choice for the large roof that covers Middle
Mountain. That combination archery pro shop,
sporting goods store and convenience mini-
mart is located in Elkins, West Virginia, which is
within the mist-covered valley I photographed
at right. Below, the store, which serves as a local
landmark, shares the roadside site with  M & M
Pavilion and Camper Storage. That’s just one of
the way’s the Higgins have developed related
businesses to increase their cash flow.
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(which I soon learned is pronounced
minn-ers in West Virginia), for a cou-
ple of fisherman while a constant
stream of customers flowed in and
out the door. A few minutes later I
stepped inside and was greeted by the
outstretched hand and wide smile of
Matt Higgins. Matt’s sparkling dark
eyes peered out at me from under
what I feel certain is an ever present

ball cap. When I asked
how business was Matt
said, “I think this is
going to be a really
good year. Normally
my fishing bait and
tackle business is good
until about June 1st
then it dies off. Archery
seems to start right
after everyone is fin-
ished with their July
4th picnic. I swear they

have their last hot dog in one hand
and their bow in the other. However
this year the fishing business tapered
off the morning of June 1st and the
archery customers started rolling in
right after lunch so we are a solid
month ahead.”Matt was born and
raised in the Elkins area and spent
every spare minute of his youth hon-
ing his hunting, fishing and trapping

skills. After graduating from high
school Matt landed a job operating
woodworking equipment for a local
hardwood flooring manufacturer.
Over the next few years he gained the
reputation of being an excellent out-
doorsman and accomplished
bowhunter. Never one to be satisfied
with just “good enough” Matt was
constantly searching for better ser-
vice for his equipment as well as ways
to increase his knowledge of the tech-
nical side of archery.

While attending a major sports
and outdoor show he had the oppor-
tunity to sit in on a seminar given by
PSE’s Pete Shepley. “I remember Pete
took a survey of the audience asking
how many people had five years
bowhunting experience, how many
had ten and so on,” Matt said. “Pete
added up all the years and
announced, ‘Well there is a lot of

Sales with a Business Circle
By Business Editor John Kasun
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Matt Higgins is an intense young man whose business
savvy is second to none. His unique approach to his multi-
faceted but related business has resulted in what he refers
to as a business circle where sales are so interrelated it is dif-
ficult to determine where one stops and the other starts.

ABOVE: Matt Higgins, right, counts
out live minnows, (pronounced minn-
ers in West Virginia), for one of the
many fishermen that frequent the
area.

RIGHT: This crossbow hunter was
part of a stream of customers buying
a variety of sporting goods, conve-
nience items and snacks who con-
stantly flow through the main
entrance of Middle Mountain.
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experience in this room
so you have two choices.
You can talk among each
other or listen to me.’  I
decided to listen to him
and have always consid-
ered that moment the
start of my professional
archery education.”

“I started to apply
what I had learned from
Pete to my own equip-
ment and shooting and
was soon helping others
as well,” Matt continued.
“The more I became
involved in every aspect
of archery and the more I
helped others the more I
learned. Soon I added 3-D
shooting to my list of
interests. Archery was
becoming a bigger and
bigger part of my life and
in 1994 I purchased a
small 1,400 square foot
building in Elkins and
opened what I felt was a
much needed pro archery
shop. While my heart was
in the shop I was not fool-
ish enough to quit my job.
I worked at the flooring
manufacturer during the
day and ran the shop
evenings and weekends. I
had no prior business experience or
training so everything I did was a
learning experience. At first most of
my purchases were made through
distributors and my only form of
advertising was small newspaper ads.
I purchased a 24 foot trailer and out-

fitted it like a mini-mobile shop com-
plete with a bow press, fletching jigs
and inventory and towed it to major
3-D tournaments. I also set-up a 3-D
range just outside of town on a
friend’s farm on a mountain called
Middle Mountain where we held local

weekend shoots. Actually that is
where the name for the shop originat-
ed.”

During this time Matt was dating
his now wife, Rebecca. Rebecca, who
was not a hunter at the time, helped
Matt out in the shop whenever possi-
ble and one day announced that she
wanted to hunt. Matt was only too
happy to get her outfitted and to
teach her the hunting skills required.
On the weekends Matt often would
take Rebecca to her stand before
sunup and after checking to make
sure she had a cell phone signal he
would leave to open the shop and ser-
vice any early customers who needed
attention. If Rebecca would get a hit

Matt Higgins’ daughter, Alicia, works at Middle Mountain and is
shown above checking out a camper who stopped in for some last
minute grocery supplies. The beautiful surrounding area offers out-
door recreational opportunities for people with varied interests
and Matt Higgins makes an attempt to service all their needs.

The Mini-Mart area of
Middle Mountain
offers a selection of
snacks, grocery sta-
ples, deli items and
fresh sandwiches. This
variety provides some-
thing for those camp-
ing in the area as well
as hunters and fisher-
men who are stopping
in for hunting gear
and fishing tackle.
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Located on the rear wall of Middle
Mountain is what Matt Higgins calls with a
smile, “his wall of shame”. This display of
trophy mounts is testimony to Matt’s out-
door knowledge and bowhunting success.
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she would call Matt at the shop and
he would simply send the next cus-
tomer out to help her locate and
retrieve her deer.

The whole family got into the act
as Rebecca’s two young daughters
would often attend the 3-D shoots
with Rebecca and Matt. “One week-
end I had my shop trailer set up at a 3-
D shoot at the Bob Evans Farm in
Ohio,” Matt chuckled. “Due to some
mix up there were no concessions
available. Never one to pass up an
opportunity I went to the nearest
town and bought a small camping gas
stove, hot dogs, buns, condiments,
ice chest and soft drinks. I then set up
the two girls, who were 8 and 10 at the

time, in the concession business out-
side the trailer. The first day they
made over $400. They were all excited
until I told them they owed me $373
for the equipment and material. I
explained to them that this was busi-

In addition to grocery and deli items Middle
Mountain also offers a breakfast and fresh made
sandwich menu. Above, Cheri Reed, a Middle
Mountain employee, gets ready to pop a break-
fast sandwich into the microwave for a morning
customer. At right, these two Middle Mountain
customers stopped in for a quick breakfast. It is
common for the “regulars” to stop in for a quick
check of what is happening in the outdoors
before heading out for their day. Everything is
served on paper plates and the customers pour
their own coffee and clear their own trash mini-
mizing the need for additional help.

This "Bragging Board" is posted just out-
side the main entrance to Middle
Mountain. The board contains photos of
the latest trophies as well as announce-
ments on current outdoor related events.
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ness and the most important thing
was to pay your bills. However I also
told them that everything they sold
the next day would be pure profit.
That following day they not only
made a killing they also learned a
great lesson about the world of busi-
ness.”

“By 1997 I was so busy at the shop
that I quit my job and went full time
in the archery business,” Matt
explained. “Business kept picking up
and although I was putting in long
hours I knew that I could make a
good living. However I didn’t want to
just make a living, I wanted to build a
life. I knew in order to do that I would
need to keep looking for new ways to
make money and bring in more cus-
tomers. I started to add in-house pro-
motions like big buck and big trout
contests. I added guns and trapping
supplies to my inventory. With fishing
being a major attraction in my area I
also added live bait. Soon my shop
was jammed and I found myself
rotating stock to outside locations
depending upon the season and what
was the hottest selling item. The shop
was open 12 hours a day, seven days a
week and I was seeing a steady stream
of customers. As I was personally
involved in all phases of the outdoors
I thought it made sense to capitalize
on that experience and knowledge.”
(Authors note: Matt is not only an
accomplished hunter and fisherman

but a skilled trapper as well. Matt told
me of trapping his 50th bobcat. “I got
some good photographs and then
released him,” he said. “I had reached
a milestone and just would not have
felt right if I had not let him go.”)

In 2003 Matt located and pur-
chased 10 acres of property adjacent
to the four lane highway just outside
of Elkins. Matt is not only a hard
worker and aggressive when it comes

to developing his business but he is
also financially responsible and cau-
tious. He vowed not to build until the
land was paid off. However in order to
generate income from the property
he put in camper storage for people
looking for a place to park their
camper when not in use. He also built
a large pavilion on the property
which he rented out for weddings,
family reunions and other social

ArrowTrade’s Business Editor John Kasun,
left, and Matt took the opportunity for
some one-on-one time during his West
Virginia visit to talk about the latest
equipment developments.

Middle Mountain carries an extensive inventory of hunting bows representing Martin
and PSE. “My customer’s are hard-core hunters and have little interest in target or 3-D
equipment,” said Matt Higgins.

Matt is a cautious buyer who likes to fill
his inventory with sure sellers. Recently he
added Grim Reaper’s newest broadhead
models shown here in its new eye-catch-
ing packaging.
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affairs. In just over two years the
property was paid off. In 2006 Matt
started construction on his present
building. While still operating his

original shop he managed with the
help of four friends to complete con-
struction of the two-story 8,000
square foot building with 4,000 feet of

first floor display space in just about
12 months. The building is heated
with radiant heat in the floor. The
floor is 130 degrees in the winter

TO FIND YOUR LOCAL DEALER CALL 715 381 2935 OR GO ONLINE TO www.edgebyexpedite.com

At Edge, we leave our competition standing still!
EDGE SUPPORTS  

OUR TROOPS!

SETTING OUR  
SITES ON  

PREDATOR

Innovation
Hare Bawl Screamer WITH REMOTE  #642092

Nothing can improve your predator hunting success like an electronic caller and a 
motion decoy. Hare Bawl Screamer by Edge by Expedite has it all. We have com-
bined an electronic caller with a very realistic faux fur decoy to create the perfect 
deadly combo for harvesting predators. This decoy will randomly scream distress 
sounds and move erratically at the same time to bring in the wariest of predators. 
If you want remote control capability, Hare Bawl Screamer has that option too! 
With the Remote Control, you can control the sound and motion 
separately up to 50 yards away. Hare Bawl Screamer has 3 sound 
options:  Baby Cottontail, Adult Cottontail, and Jackrabbit.   

Now YOU can be hunting with Edge.

 
 

Also available: 
Hare Bawl Screamer 

without Remote 
#62609-2

Requires  
4AA batteries 
(not included)

While some shops avoid stocking clothing Matt finds it is a good seller not only to his regular customers but also to the many hunters
visiting the area. Someone miles from home is not going to cut his hunting trip short if he finds he forgot a piece of gear or suddenly
finds the weather takes a change for the worst. In either case they find Middle Mountain a logical stop.

Matt keeps a good selection of boots on hand at all times, shown stacked under the clothing racks. Boots in this part of the country
are used for both hunting and everyday activities making them a year-round seller.

Many fishermen are attracted to the area by the pristine waters and heavy trout population. These conditions create a demand for
fishing gear and accessories with stockingfoot waders (at right above) being an often requested item.
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which is very inviting for hunters and
fisherman coming in with cold feet.
(Shortly after opening at his new
location Matt was robbed with an
after hours break-in. He added a
complete security system with win-
dow and door breaks and a total of 16
internal and external cameras. A sec-
ond attempted break-in after the
security system was installed failed as
the robbers ran off when the alarm
sounded. There have been no
attempts since.)

Matt sold his original building
and moved into his new location dur-
ing 2007. “Finally I had more space to
spread out and increase my invento-
ry,” Matt said. “I also knew that I

wanted to expand not only my inven-
tory but my service as well. One of my
customers at the original shop was a
man called Jay Judy who had a camp
in the area. Jay would come in every
day during the fishing season to buy
some minnows to go fishing. One
morning as he picked up his supply of
bait for the day he put his arm on my
shoulder and said, ‘Now if you just
had a bag of ice and case of beer I
would be done shopping.’ He was
kidding but it got me to thinking. For
the next year I paid close attention to
everything I bought when I went
hunting or fishing. One day four cus-
tomers stopped into my shop to pick
up some small items and afterwards

we all went hunting together. We
stopped at a convenience store
before heading to the woods and I
noticed that they all spent more on
sandwiches, drinks and snacks then
they had at my shop. I saw that while
having a solid base of customers is
good the next step is providing that
customer base more opportunities to
buy.”

Based on his personal market
research Matt added a small deli, soft
drinks, cigarettes, beer, ice and a
complete line of snacks as well as a
section of basic grocery items in one
corner of his new shop. Today they
not only offer fresh made sandwiches
but also serve breakfast as well.
Starting out with just biscuits and
gravy they now offer breakfast sand-
wiches as well as a variety of eggs,
bacon, sausage and toast. Customers
pour their own coffee and clean up
their own paper plates streamlining
the process and minimizing the need
for additional help. Middle Mountain
is open from 5 am till 9 pm seven days
a week so it is catching their cus-
tomers coming and going.

Tim Voss from Cincinnati, Ohio, right, stopped in
Middle Mountain the previous evening to pick up
some fishing tackle and seek advice on where to go
fishing. He is shown here the next morning when he
popped back in to get some coffee and snacks before
heading to the stream. Checking out Tim is Middle
Mountain’s Dick Stahl, otherwise know as “Part
Time,” who is a regular fixture behind the counter.
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The state of West Virginia has a very
aggressive trout stocking program
and offers numerous pristine trout
streams. Anglers are drawn to the
Elkins area for excellent fishing and
stop in at Middle Mountain for their
tackle and bait needs.

Aimed at the younger fisherman and
those looking for some attention get-
ting gear Middle Mountain recently
added these fishing reels that light-up
as they are being reeled.
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From a dollar standpoint slightly
over 50 percent of Matt’s dollar inven-
tory is made up of archery equip-
ment. “I sell approximately 300 bows
per year,” Matt said. “I stock PSE and
Martin and am now looking at adding
the Darton bow line as well. I try to
make the majority of my arrows and
while I buy direct from manufactur-
ers in some cases I still use distribu-
tors where it makes more sense. To
stay in business you need to know
your customer and his needs. My cus-
tomers are true outdoorsmen and
hard core hunters. The majority of
them are strictly meat hunters and
the day after bow season ends they
hang up their bow and pick up a gun,
fishing rod or string of traps to go
after what’s next. I have no target
shooters or people interested in a
video range. While we had a brief

spurt of interest in 3-D when we start-
ed it has long ago died out and we
closed the range. My customers do
not buy high-end equipment, they
want what works at the best possible
price and that means I stock mostly
equipment in the mid-price range. A
major advantage to that is the fact
that there is a better mark-up per-
centage in the mid-price range as
opposed to the high-end.   That also

means I need to have good control
over my inventory dollars. I never buy
anything that I don’t know will sell
and I never go out on a limb. I know
my customers and understand what
they need because I am one of them.”

“When I first got into business I
used to get into price wars but not
anymore,” Matt laughed. “To stay in
business you have to make money.
Some people don’t think about the
fact that after they sell a bow they
have to pay someone to haul the
empty box away. Now that may be a
slight exaggeration but you get the
idea. My prices have to support my
business plus make a profit. That
means I need to sell products that can
pay the bills and provide me a living
with some left over for health insur-
ance and retirement. I never worry
about what is going on down the road
at my competitor’s shop. I always felt
if you run your business worrying
about what is going on down the road
you might as well close up your shop
and go down there. Shoppers tend to
go where the prices are the cheapest

Located on one end of Middle Mountain is
an electric hoist and scale that hunters use
to weight and display their deer and bear
during the hunting season. Not only is it a
convenience for hunters but it is also an
attraction for everyone that likes to stop to
check out the latest trophy from the area.

Middle Mountain offers its own line of
tee shirts which on the front has, “You
can’t put a price on a good time”.
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while your customers buy from you. I
have built my business by building
my customer base. I used to sell
arrows only in lots of three, six, nine
or 12 which really doesn’t make much
sense. Now I will sell one arrow if that
is what the customer wants. I have
sold one arrow to a kid who came
back with his dad to buy a second
arrow after he lost the first one. One
day that kid will be old enough to
come back and buy a bow, a dozen
arrows, a release, quiver and sight. If I
didn’t sell him that first arrow he may
have never come in to buy the second
and he wouldn’t think of me when he
had the money to buy his whole out-
fit. By selling that single arrow I make
an investment in a future customer
who could just wind up being a cus-
tomer for life. I don’t make sales, I
build customers.”

“I not only get to know my cus-
tomers but I spend their money like it
was my own,” stressed Matt. “In
today’s economy everyone wants the
best value for their dollar and my cus-
tomers are looking to stretch their
dollars as much as possible. I try to

sell my customers everything they
need but only what they need.”  While
Matt took a few minutes to help one
of his sales staff at the check-out I was
approached by a customer who had
overheard Matt and I talking. Bill Cole
told me he is a long time and faithful
customer. “Matt has a trusted reputa-
tion and he has always answered any
question I have ever asked him truth-
fully and in terms anyone can under-
stand. I would not think about shop-
ping anywhere else and neither
would most of Matt’s other cus-
tomers.”

When the dust settled and Matt
returned I asked him what percent-
age of his sales was archery related?
To my surprise he thought for a long
time before he responded then finally
said, “I can’t really answer that ques-
tion. While I can give you a percent-
age of my sales that are directly relat-
ed to archery how do I qualify the
ones that are archery related?  You see
in a way my business
is like a big circle.
The other day a fel-
low came in to have

a peep installed on his bow. While he
was waiting he went up front and
bought two hot dogs, a Pepsi and a
bag of chips. Now I can tell you how
much the peep and installation cost
but how about the other money he
spent?  Would he have come in for the
hot dogs and Pepsi if he didn’t need a
peep?  Who knows?  That is just not
one example but I have hundreds just
like that. I had a customer come in for
a bow and saw our Lance packaged
pickles which he and his wife love. He
bought a few pickles to take home
and a few days later stopped back to
enter a standing order for a case of
pickles a week. The other day he and
his wife came in to pick up their pick-
les and stopped back in the archery
section to get a bow package price for
his wife. As yet another example the
other day a customer who lives two
hours away stopped by to pick up
some live bait as he was fishing in the
area for a couple of days. He dropped

Expensive custom dog boxes, like the one shown here, are a com-
mon sight in West Virginia where hunting with dogs is a popular
sport. This little guy peeking out of his “home on wheels” is a squirrel
dog. A local resident said, “Dogs and dog boxes are so common in the
area that I was in my early 20’s before I realized that dog boxes on
pick-up trucks were not standard equipment from the factory.”

PHOTO RIGHT: Hunting bear with hounds is a popular sport in West
Virginia. Bear chases can last 200 yards or 20 miles requiring hounds
to be outfitted with radio transmitters and electronic locators. Middle
Mountain is a regular stop for bear hunters looking for a piece of dog
related gear or to check up on the latest bear sightings. It is not
uncommon for a good bear hound to cost up to $5,000.

With the popularity of hunting with dogs Matt makes sure he
has an inventory of quality dog supplies on hand at all times.
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his bow off for some work and said he
will pick it up next week when he
comes back to fish again. I know at
that time he will buy his live bait as
well as a drink and some snacks. How
do you separate the bow sales from
the other sales?  I don’t think you can.
My business philosophy is to give my
customers the maximum opportuni-
ty to buy from me by offering an
interrelated variety of products and
services. In doing that it is literally
impossible to know where one sale
ends and another starts. It’s just one
big circle.”

All during the time I interviewed
Matt we sat within sight of the door.
No one came in that door that Matt
didn’t either call by name or who gave
a shout out to others in the store. It
put me a lot in mind of a scene from
the TV show Cheers when Norm
came into the bar and everyone
yelled, “Norm”. I found the folks in
this part of West Virginia very friendly
and good natured. I must admit that
during my time at the shop I don’t
remember hearing anyone being
called by his proper name. I didn’t
hear any Robert, Andrew, William or
Christopher. It was pretty much all
Mo, Dusty, Hoot, Dust-Maker,
Stretch, Bird Dog, Part Time, Big
Dipper and Little Dipper. It almost
seemed as if you couldn’t get in with-
out a nickname. It also seemed as if a
lot of the nicknames had a special
meaning. For example Dust-Maker is
a cabinet maker who claims someday
he makes cabinets and other days he

just makes dust. One of Matt’s
favorite stories is about one of his
customers who punches his release
so badly that everyone calls him
Rattlesnake. 

Matt is not only easy going and
likeable but he is people savvy and
has a genuine interest in his cus-
tomers not only as customers but as
fellow human beings. “I never down-
grade a customer or his equipment,”
said Matt. “I limit my suggestions and
try to educate the customer allowing
him to make his decision based on
information about his choices.
Today’s customers are more knowl-
edgeable and the retailer needs to
respect that and it is not right to sim-

ply push equipment on the customer.
It is better to work with them to make
sure they get the right equipment for
them personally as well as their bud-
get.”

While Matt explained he does not
engage in price wars he has unique
ways of sweetening his deals. Known
for treating young kids to a piece of
candy or a soda, Matt is building his
future customer base. In his old shop
Matt had a chocolate lab named
Sadie that slept under the counter.
Whenever the door opened Sadie
would come out to greet the cus-
tomers and all the kids got a kick out
of petting Sadie. It was not unusual
for people simply passing the shop to

Instant Arrow Glue
Pine Ridge Archery

Not Runny
Fast Drying
Top Quality
Low Cost
GREAT DEALER MARGINS

TMpineridgearchery.com
(877)746-7434

Up to 50%
less expensive than
competitive brands.

1oz.
2oz.
16oz.

oz.
2oz.
6oz.

Vanes or Feathers

Carbon, Wood
Aluminum

Inserts / Nocks

Wraps or Bare
Shafts

NEW LOOK 
SAME GREAT GLUE

FLETCHINGS 
& INSERTS

The large wood pile
behind Middle
Mountain acts as the
main heat source for
the business as well
as the inventory sup-
ply for the bundles of
firewood sold to area
campers.

Matt uses this small press to make custom dog identification
tags for his many customers who hunt with dogs and hounds.
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stop in for a minute just so the kids
could pet Sadie. Some of those kids
are now grown and are full time cus-
tomers. It is not unusual for Matt to
toss in a cap with a deal or in the
event of a larger sale a hard bow case
which he buys by the skid load. While
Matt has done some advertising he
feels he gets more results from the
people who stop in the shop as they
not only become customers but they
in turn bring in new customers as
well.

“If I had to single out the key to
my business success it is my ability to
give my customers multiple opportu-
nities to buy items they need or
want,” Matt said seriously. “I noticed
that often when a man came into the
shop the women with him stayed in
the car. I saw that women as a poten-
tial customer so I started to place
items that might attract her on the
porch and in the windows. If the
women feels comfortable coming
into the shop the man normally stays
a little longer and many times winds
up buying something extra. On the
flip side the woman often comes
back in the future looking for a gift
for her husband or boyfriend.
Because the shop gets a lot of traffic
on the road out front last year I sold
Christmas trees. It attracted people
who had never stopped before and
brought more people through the
door plus we added an extra $1,000
in profits to our bottom line. I recent-
ly obtained seeds from a 1,140 pound
pumpkin and I am trying to grow my
own giant pumpkin just to get people
to stop and look at it. Maybe I will
even have a ‘guess the weight con-
test’. I will do anything to get people
to stop and look. Outside the end of
the shop I have a scale and game
pole. Hunters stop in to weigh their
deer or bear and let it hang awhile.
People love to stop and look at big
deer and bear so it is a natural attrac-
tion.”

Matt also works well with other
businesses in the area which is an
attraction for hunters, fishermen and
campers. Many of the local restau-
rants, motels and gas stations recom-
mend Middle Mountain when asked
where to get bait, equipment, infor-
mation or some other essential. Just

such an incident occurred when I
was interviewing Matt. We were
interrupted by a husband and wife,
Tim and Nancy Voss, from
Cincinnati, Ohio who were in the
area for the first time and wanted to
do some fishing. They had been told
to stop in at Matt’s to get the latest
information as to where to fish as
well as get their license. Matt spent
the next 20 minutes helping them.
He gave them directions to some
good fishing spots, helped them pick
out some suitable lures, gave their
gear a once over and make a few
quick adjustments. He rounded off
the sale by personally helping them
fill out their non-resident fishing
license application. As he returned to
where I sat he commented, “I sold
them everything they needed but
only what they needed.”  Then he
added with a big grin, “And I gave
them a hat.”

The next morning before I left
the area I stopped back in Middle
Mountain to say good-bye. As I wait-
ed inside to speak to Matt for a
minute there was a steady stream of
customers through the door. One of
those customers was Tim Voss, the
gentleman who had stopped in the
day before to get some fishing items
and directions to some fishing spots.
Tim was buying some breakfast
sandwiches and coffee plus a few
snacks for his wife and himself before
he started fishing. As he headed for
the door he called out, “See you Matt,
thanks for everything. I’ll stop back
to let you know how we did.”  Matt
turned to me and asked, “When is the
last time you saw an archery shop
busy first thing in the morning?”
Matt didn’t just make another sale he
had developed another customer.

Matt’s success does not come
without a price as he puts in a lot of

Wildlife mounts are located throughout the store. Matt is
a skilled trapper, recently taking his 50th bobcat.

Due in part to Matt’s interest in trapping, he carries a
complete line of trapping supplies such as these Conibear
body traps and specialty items like trap dye.
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hours. “I really enjoy what I do and it
is a real ‘hoot’ but I have to admit that
sometime after the first 110 hours I
put in during a week it gets to be a lit-
tle less fun,” Matt said with a smile.
“However my goal is to do more than
just make a living I am building
something for my future and for my
family.”  Matt has five employees who
help him maintain his 5 am to 9 pm
seven day a week schedule. Two addi-
tional employees are added during
the height of the archery season as
well.

In spite of all he has done to date
Matt is not finished by a long shot.
Matt and his wife recently added a
new son to their household and
Matt’s wife Rebecca, who is an RN
and Hearing Specialist, just opened
her own hearing aid business in
Elkins. Meanwhile Matt is planning
to develop the 4,000 square foot sec-
ond story. “I intend to build a series
of rooms that can be rented out to
hunters and fishermen,” Matt
explained. “I want to offer them a
clean place to stay and clean up as
well as care for the game. I will install
a fillet station where they can clean
their catch as well as an outside
freezer where they can keep their fish
until they leave. For the hunters I will
add a larger game pole and of course
we have ice to keep their big game
cool if the weather turns warm. They

can catch breakfast with us, buy their
lunch, go hunting and fishing and
come back for a snack and a warm
bed. Just think, if I can get them to go
to bed with me and get up with me I
will sell them a pile of stuff in the
meantime.”

While Matt sold guns at his origi-
nal store he has not added them yet
to his new location. “The paperwork
involved with firearms is
demanding and I wanted
to get everything else set-
tled before I took that on,”
he explained. “However I
do offer ammunition,
scopes and all the associ-
ated gear. The new shop is
set up with a built-in gun
vault and I plan to add
firearms in the near
future. Presently I do all
the ordering myself and
with the number of items
I handle I know I need a
computerized inventory
and point of sale system
so that is also in the
works.”

Matt Higgins is a self-
made entrepreneur who
has taken what could
have been a small suc-
cessful archery business
and built it into a multi-
facetted retail center. He

created a one stop shopping center
for the outdoorsman literally in the
middle of the outdoors. Matt is the
perfect example of finding and devel-
oping every opportunity to make
money from your business. He truly
has built a business circle where his
sales are so interconnected it is
impossible to see where one stops
and the other starts. 

Bruce Ryan, right, President of the Ryan Outdoors marketing firm,
lives just a few minutes from Middle Mountain. Matt takes advantage
of this situation by picking Bruce’s brain when it comes to the latest
developments in the archery industry. Here Bruce is going over the
features of Darton’s hot new Pro 3800 bow. Matt is considering
adding the Darton to his bow lines because of the combination of
quality and value it offers.

Wanting to give his cus-
tomers the maximum
opportunity to buy Matt
keeps a line of custom
built bird houses on hand
to attract the bird lovers
or someone who just
wants to add something
unique to their back yard.
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